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BACKGROUND. The debate over a derivational or a representational account for the dative 
alternation in English reaches a long way back (e.g. Larson 1988, Baker 1995, Ormazabal & 
Romero 2011, Bailyn 2011 vs. e.g. Oehrle 1976, Pesetsky 1995, Harley 2002, Bruening 2010 et 
seq.). Proponents of the derivational approach claim that the two members of the alternation 
have the same truth conditions with regards to possession transfer implications (e.g. Baker 1995, 
Krifka 1999), whereas proponents of the representational approach point essentially to cases 
where there is no systematic alternation.  CLAIM. In this paper, we provide support for a 
representational approach based on Russian dative constructions, which, unlike English, have 
only one morphological means to mark the indirect argument. We claim that canonical 
ditransitive verbs featuring morphological dative in Russian present a semantic and syntactic 
ambiguity (Gropen et al.'s 1989 classifications): 
(1) Ivan poslal/vernul Maše    pis’mo 
 Ivan  sent/returned  Masha.DAT  letter.ACC 
 i. Ivan sent/returned a letter to Masha     <Masha as human goal, low dative> 
 ii. Ivan sent/returned a letter for/instead of Masha   <Masha as beneficiary, high dative> 
We propose that a derivational account is not the right way to capture dative constructions since 
low datives are assumed to have distinct interpretative properties correlated with height of 
attachment. The low dative is part of a PP headed by a null preposition (cf. den Dikken 2006), 
semantically encode the reference point on a (un)bounded complex or simplex path scale (cf. 
Hay Kennedy & Levin 1999, Beavers 2011), whereas the high dative is a non-selected event 
participant introduced by an applicative head. By this we mean that the applied third argument is 
not part of any specific scalar structure, and may be freely added to VPs with any of the possible 
scalar structures: extent, path, properties (Russian datives do not attach to unergatives, to be 
exemplified in the talk).  
(2) a. [vP DPagent v [VP DPACC V [PP Pø DPDAT]]]  
 b. [vP DPagent v [ApplP DPDAT Appl [VP  … V DPACC / DPACC  V (PP)…]]] 
DATA & EVIDENCE. A large set of ditransitive verbs presents systematic symmetric binding 
patterns: 
(3) a. sud’ba  poslala  etix soldat    drug drugu 
  fate  sent   these soldiers.ACC  each otherDAT 

b. sud’ba poslala  drug drugu   etix soldat 
  fate  sent   each other.DAT  these soldiers.ACC 
  'Fate send the soldiers to each other.' 
(4) a. sud’ba  poslala etim  soldatam   drug druga 
  fate   sent   these soldiers.DAT  each other.ACC 

b. sud’ba  poslala  drug druga   etim soldatam 
  fate   sent   each other.ACC  these soldiers.DAT 
  ‘Fate sent these soldiers each other/Fate sent these soldiers for each other.’ 
The b-examples indicate that scrambled word orders, triggered by discourse considerations such 
as (a) foregrounding the focused anaphor or (b) right dislocating the focused binder,  do not 
alternate binding patterns. This is indicative of scrambling being an A-bar operation, which does 
not feed A-binding. Quite generally, the varying word orders (ACC-DAT; DAT-ACC) do not 
differ Information structurally since both word orders can be felicitous as out-of-the-blue 
statements or answers to the question What’s new? (cf. Bailyn 2011, Dyakonova 2007). This is 
initial evidence that the different orders are not derived from one another. Further evidence 
comes from (5). When an overt end of path PP is available, the construction is disambiguated to 
leave only the beneficiary reading for the dative, and only allowing the DAT>ACC binding 
pattern (5a). 
(5) a. Ja ne otpravlju  etim  oficeram  drug druga  na opasnuju operaciu 

I   not will.send  these officers.DAT  each other.ACC  on dangerous operation 
b. *Ja  ne otpravlju     etix oficerov   drug drugu   na opasnuju operaciu  
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I      not will.send    these officers.ACC  each other.DAT on dangerous operation 
‘I will not send these officers (for) each other to a dangerous operation.’ 

Note that the DAT>ACC binding pattern featuring the high dative is the only one available for 
clear beneficiary constructions, where a path scale is not encoded, such as causative change of 
state predicates: 
(6) a. ?*Ja rasmešil/nakormil mal’čikov drug drugu 
  I made-laugh/fed  boys.ACC each other.DAT 
  ‘I made-laugh/fed the boys to each other.’  
 b. Ja  rasmešil/nakormil mal’čikam drug druga 
  I  made-laugh/fed  boys.DAT each other.ACC 

‘I made the boys laugh for each other.’ [Each boy asked me to tell funny jokes to the other] / 
'I fed the boys for each other'. 

Finally, the key piece of evidence which ties path interpretation of datives with their low 
structural source comes from syntactic environments involving a reduced vP templates lacking 
the external argument projection such as nominalizations and unaccusatives. Beneficiaries are 
generally not attested in nominalizations (e.g. Kayne 1984) (7). 
(7)  *razrušenie  domov  vragam 

destruction  houses.GEN  enemies.DAT 
intended: '(the) destruction of the houses for/on the enemy' 

When datives appear in nominalizations only a path reading is available (8), correlated as 
expected with only one binding pattern, ACC>DAT, the low dative (9a): 
(8) otpravlenie//vozvraščenie   posylki  Nine 
 sending/returning   package.GEN  Nina.DAT 
 ‘sending/returning of the package to Nina.’ 
 Unavailable reading: the sending/returning of the package for Nina. 
(9) otpravlenie/vozvraščenie  etix lubimyx drug drugu  / *etim lubimym  drug druga 
 sending/returning   lovers.GEN  each other.DAT /   lovers.DAT      each.other.GEN 
 ‘the sending/returning of lovers to each other’ 
(10) otpravlenie/vozvraščenie drug drugu etix lubimyx  / *drug druga etim lubimym  
Scrambling in (10), as freely available in nominalizations as in verbal domains, does not “undo” 
binding patterns in (9), which strengthens our initial claim that scrambling cannot feed binding 
(contra Bailyn 2010 et seq.). In the talk we will show that unaccusatives behave like 
nominalizations in allowing only low datives with path reading and disallowing high datives 
with a beneficiary interpretation. 
(11) a. vskipelo  moloko  (*Nine) 

boiled  milk.NOM (Nina.DAT) 
Intended: ‘Nina's milk boiled / The milk boiled on/for Nina.’ 

b. ček.NOM  vernulsja  Nine  
cheque  returned Nina.DAT 

  Only one reading: ‘The cheque came back to Nina.’ 
Understanding the patterning of ditransitive constructions through a scalar perspective clarifies 
why a derivational account is not tenable: a low dative which encodes the end point of the path 
cannot have its interpretative properties modified by movement. So, while dative arguments are 
generally understood as possessors, regardless their hierarchy (e.g. Levin 2008), our take is that 
possession does not arise from an unique structural source. It can result from two underlying 
configurations (cf. Boneh & Sichel 2010): a low dative may be interpreted as a possessor due to 
a transfer construal, while a high dative may be interpreted as a possessor without a transfer 
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